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Abstract In recent years, sensing applications have

played a very important role in various fields. As a

novel natural material, cellulose-based membranes

with many merits can be served as all kinds of sensors.

This review summarizes the recent progress of cellu-

lose membranes as sensors, mainly focusing on their

preparation processes and sensing properties. In

addition, the opportunities and challenges of cellulose

membrane-based sensors are also prospected. This

review provides some references for the design of

cellulose membrane materials for sensing applications

in the future.
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Introduction

Sensors are widely used in various areas of social

development and human life, such as industrial

production, agricultural planting, environmental

detection and disease diagnosis (Ghoneim et al.

2019). According to the changes of environmental

factors, sensors can be divided into three categories:
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physical sensors that respond to pressure/strain, tem-

perature and humidity; chemical sensors that respond

to metal cations, non-metal ions, pH, gas/vapor and

toxic organic compounds; and biosensors that respond

to biomolecules and pathogens (Dai et al. 2020; Zhang

et al. 2020; Fan et al. 2020a, b). At present, although

the traditional instrument analysis methods have the

merits of sensitivity and professionalism, they still

exhibit some drawbacks: expensive instruments, com-

plicated operation steps and professional operators.

Therefore, the development of green, convenient,

rapidly responding, multifunctional, highly sensitive

and selective sensors is urgently needed.

Due to their various advantages of portable, real-

time detection and flexible, the membrane materials

have aroused a widespread interest of researchers.

Until now, membrane materials are mainly inorganic

matrices (e.g. metal oxides and ceramics) and organic

substrates (Lee et al. 2019; Bassyouni et al. 2019;

Weishaupt et al. 2020). However, inorganic matrices

have the disadvantages of high cost, difficult process-

ing and small market application scale, while organic

substrates exhibit the advantages of low cost, easy

processing and large market application scale. As a

new organic and green substrate, cellulose-based

membranes possess a series of advantages of environ-

mentally friendly, excellent biodegradability and

compatibility, which are extensively applied to sens-

ing fields (Dai et al. 2020). Cellulose membranes are

mainly prepared by vacuum filtration, solution regen-

eration, electrospinning, solution casting, phase inver-

sion and other preparation methods (Mautner 2020;

Douglass et al. 2017; Thakur and Voicu 2016). The

raw materials for cellulose membranes preparation

can include ethyl cellulose, cellulose nanofibers,

cellulose nanocrystals, cellulose acetate, triacetyl

cellulose, sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, nitrocel-

lulose, etc. (Fu et al. 2019; Zhu et al. 2019a, b; Li et al.

2017a, b, c; Amin 2015; Duong et al. 2018; Hittini

et al. 2020; Tang et al. 2019). The excellent sensing

performances can be obtained by introducing metal

nanowires, metal nanoparticles, carbon dots, quantum

dots, carbon nanotubes, fluorophores, organic dyes

and antigen-antibodies into cellulose membranes

through physical-chemical methods (Lou et al. 2020;

Zhang et al. 2019a, b, c; Jiang et al. 2020a, b; Li et al.

2017a, b, c; Lv et al. 2019a, b; Shankar et al. 2020).

As far as we know, there are a few reviews on

cellulose-based membranes for sensing applications.

In this review, we summarize the recent developments

of cellulose-based membranes as physical sensors,

chemical sensors and biosensors over the past five

years. As well, the challenges and development

prospects of cellulose membrane-based sensors are

briefly discussed.

Physical sensors

Pressure/strain sensors

With the acceleration of life rhythm and pressure, real-

time human motion sensing and pulse monitoring

become increasingly important. Body motions can

fully reflect the physiological states of human body.

Pulse wave is closely related to various physiological

diseases, which is of great significance to evaluate the

health status of the body and prevent diseases. At

present, traditional approaches of visual method,

sound method and oscillometric method are mainly

used for body motion sensing and pulse monitoring,

which exist many deficiencies of complex structure,

complicated fabrication process, required external

power, trained technicians, poor portability and com-

patibility, etc. (Yang et al. 2019; Regev and Wulich

2019). Therefore, it is urgent to develop simple,

dynamic, timely, sensitive, breathable, wearable and

energy-sustainable pressure sensors for monitoring

body motion and pulse wave.

Li Zhaoling and co-workers developed a self-

powered and triboelectric all-fiber structured pressure

sensor via the electrospinning technique, which was

consisted of polyvinylidene fluoride/silver nanowires

nanofibrous membrane (PVDF/Ag NWs NFM) as the

negatively triboelectric layer, ethyl cellulose nanofi-

brous membrane (EC NFM) as the positively tribo-

electric layer and two layers of conductive fabrics on

the flexible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate

(Fig. 1a) (Lou et al. 2020). The incorporation of

hierarchically rough structure into the nanofibers

could improve the sensing performances of this

wearable sensor, which could be prepared by phase

separation approach using mixed solutions with dif-

ferent solvent ratios. Furthermore, the triboelectric

properties of the nanofibrous membranes had an

important influence on the sensitivity of pressure

sensor. The results demonstrated that the sensing

mechanism of this pressure sensor in the approaching/
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separating mode was attributed to the effects of

contact electrification and electrostatic induction

(Fig. 1b). A pressure range (0–3 kPa) with LOD (limit

of detection) of 1.67 V kPa- 1 and a pressure range

(3–32 kPa) with LOD of 0.20 V kPa- 1 were obtained

(Fig. 1c). After 7200 cycles’ of continuous operation,

the current output of this sensor did not even show

obvious changes, which showed that the pressure

device had an excellent stability (Fig. 1d). In addition,

the pressure sensor can work in a self-powered manner

for detecting and quantifying various human motions

on different body parts, such as elbows, knees and

ankles. This high-performance pressure-sensitive

membrane can be extensively applied for wearable

electronics and artificial intelligence areas.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with a cylindrical

nanostructure have excellent physical properties,

which can be widely used in the field of conductive

films (Jheng et al. 2019). Lokendra Pal and co-workers

developed a capacitive pressure sensor, by placing a

piece of insulating crepe paper between two layers of

cellulose nanofibers/multi-walled carbon nanotubes

(CNF/MWCNTs) membranes (Zhang et al.

2019a, b, c). When MWCNTs content was 5 wt%,

this CNF/MWCNTs membranes showed excellent

electrical conductivity (Fig. 2e). However, when an

external pressure acted on the pressure sensor, the

capacitance of the sensors increased with the decrease

of the distance between the conductive CNF/

MWCNTs membranes (Fig. 2d). When the pressure

was removed, the shape of the sensor returned to its

original status due to the inherent stiffness and

elasticity of the crepe paper. Moreover, the capacitive

pressure sensor exhibited an almost linear relationship

on the pressure range from 0 to 10 kPa. This conduc-

tive membrane provided a great practical potential in

electronics applications (e.g. touch screens).

Sun Yueming and co-workers prepared a well-

aligned reduced graphene oxide/electrospun cellulose

acetate nanofibers (RGO/CA) film as a strain sensor

through a facile hot-pressing procedure (Fu et al.

2019). An ordered fibrous membrane can be obtained

by a rotation drum collector. By using the hot-pressing

technique, not only GO can be reduced to RGO, but

also the mechanical properties and conductivities of

the RGO/CA film can be enhanced. More importantly,

these RGO/CA conductive membranes can be used as

strain sensors in a broad deformation range and with

versatile deformation types, such as bending and

pushing. A strain sensor based on carbon nan-

otubes/cellulose nanocrystals/electrospun polyur-

ethane membranes was designed by Fu Qiang and

Fig. 1 a The structural design of this pressure sensor textile.
b Working mechanisms of the pressure sensor. c Electrical
signals in term of output voltage as a function of the applied

pressure. d Sensing stability test of the pressure sensor under
around 7200 working cycles. Adapted with permission from
Lou et al. (2020), Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society
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co-workers through one-step simple filtration method

(Zhu et al. 2019a, b). When the loadings were below

20 mL, the sensitivities of these sensors improved

with the increase of CNT-CNC loadings. When the

filler volume was 10 mL, this strain sensor showed a

tolerable strain of 500% without broken and high

sensitivity (gauge factor = 321). The brightness of the

LED was regulated by this strain sensor, which turned

darker with the increase of strain (Fig. 2ac). More

interesting, this strain sensor can be applied for

monitoring of full-range of human body motions,

including phonation, respiration and finger bending,

etc. This strain sensor provided an ideal strategy of

versatile applications (e.g. human motion detection,

electronic skin, intelligent electronics).

Temperature sensors

Temperature is an important thermodynamic param-

eter, which affects almost all physicochemical phe-

nomena and chemical reactions (Mazza and Raymo

2019). Therefore, it is very important to monitor the

temperature of human activities, the growth of animals

and plants, various industrial processes and broad

fields (e.g. aerodynamics, meteorology, oceanography

and military). Traditional temperature sensing meth-

ods have been reported, such as volume expansion

thermometers, infrared thermometers and other ther-

mocouples, which existed their own intrinsic defects

of only measurement of the object surfaces, poor

spatial resolution and interference of strong electric

and magnetic fields. Thus, it is necessary to design

temperature sensors with high sensitivity, long-term

stability, fast response, low cost and wide working

range.

Rare-earth materials and carbon dots (CDs) have

temperature-induced dependencies, which can be

applied to temperature sensing (Zhang et al.

2019a, b, c; Jiang et al. 2020a, b). The flexible

isotropic films for temperature sensing were prepared

by Chen Zhilin and co-workers, which were based on

cellulose nanocrystal (CNC)-assisted CDs-grafted

SAO (SrAl2O4, Eu
2?, Dy3?), and subsequently mod-

ified with amino-silane and nanofibrillated cellulose

skeletons (Fig. 3a) (Zhang et al. 2019a, b, c). The

increase of temperature promoted non-radiant chan-

nels of surface defect (or trap) states, thus reduced the

PL emission intensity. There was an excellent linear

correlation between temperature (243–383 K) and

PL(506)/(452), with the sensitivities of ONFC/NH2

@CNC-CDs @SAO sensing film (0.257% K- 1) and

CDs-dipping ONFC sensing film (0.270% K- 1) at

383K, respectively. Besides, this film exhibited high

light-induced scattering, good flexibility and

Fig. 2 a–c Visual controlling and the different brightness of a
LED indicator under different applied strains by using the strain
sensor. Adapted with permission from Zhu et al. (2019a),
Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. d Schematic
mechanism of the capacitor after being placed under pressure.

e Photographic image of the circuit consisted of the CNF/
MWCNTs membranes with 5 wt% MWCNTs. Adapted with
permission from Zhang et al. (2019a), Copyright 2019, Elsevier
B.V.
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reversibility. Jaehwan Kim and co-workers developed

a reduced graphene oxide (rGO)/cellulose composite

film as a temperature sensor (Sadasivuni et al. 2015).

According to tunneling conduction mechanisms, the

capacitance of these films increased with the increase

of temperature. These films can be served as excellent

candidates for temperature monitoring in the future

practical applications.

A novel cellulose acetate (CA) ultrafiltration

membrane modified with block copolymer polyethy-

lene oxide-polypropylene oxide-polyethylene oxide/

poly(2-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate) F127-b-

PDMAEMA through phase inversion method was

prepared by Zhou Jiancheng and co-workers, with

stimuli-responsiveness to temperature (Li et al.

2017a, b, c). As an amphiphilic additive, F127-b-

PDMAEMA can change the pore structure of this

membrane and improve their porosity, which can

contribute to increase the sensitivity of this membrane

towards temperature. When the temperature was

higher than 35 �C, the pure water fluxes of this

membrane increased obviously.When the temperature

was higher than the lower critical solution temperature

LCST (35 �C), PDMAEMA shrunk and released the

place for the membrane pores. However, when it was

lower than LCST, PDMAEMA extended, subse-

quently occupied the space and made the pores

smaller (Fig. 3b). Besides, this membrane also had a

stimuli-responsive effect on pH (2–14). However, the

performances of this temperature-sensing membrane

were still unsatisfied, and more novel high quality

temperature-responsive cellulose-based membranes

should be urgently developed.

Humidity sensors

Relative humidity measurement is very important in

the fields of meteorology, industrial process control,

agricultural planting and food storage. Moreover, the

measurement of human body humidity is of great

significance to the evaluation of human health.

According to the change of physical parameters after

interaction with water molecules, humidity sensors

can be divided into capacitance type, resistance type,

impedance type, optical fiber type, etc. (Blank et al.

2016; Lv et al. 2019a, b). However, most of the

commercially available humidity sensors were based

on porous ceramics or metal oxides, which existed

some shortcomings, such as the rigid structure, the

complicated integration process, the restricted

Fig. 3 a Schematic illustration of the preparation of flexible
ONFC fluorescent scattering films for temperature sensing.
Adapted with permission from Zhang et al. (2019c), Copyright
2019, Elsevier B.V. b The mechanism of temperature

responsiveness of the membrane. Adapted with permission
from Li et al. (2017c), Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA
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accuracy and sensitivity under high temperature or

humidity (Wang et al. 2016a, b; Shaheen et al. 2020).

Therefore, it is vital to develop the humidity sensors

with flexibility, wide response range, fast response,

high sensitivity and low hysteresis.

A flexible cellulose nanofiber/carbon nanotube

(NFC/CNT) humidity sensor was designed by Chen

Gang and co-workers through vacuum filtration tech-

nique (Zhu et al. 2019a, b). The introduction of NFC

can improve the humidity sensitive performance of

CNTs network, because massive hydroxyl groups in

cellulose molecular chains can firmly absorb water

molecules. When CNT weight ratio was 5%, the

current decreased almost linearly with the increase of

relative humidity 11–95%. The NFC/CNT-5 wt %

exhibited a high sensitivity with 69.9% at 95% relative

humidity. In addition, this humidity film-sensor real-

ized human breath monitoring at different rates

(Fig. 4). A self-standing humidity sensor was prepared

by Gary Chinga-Carrasco and co-workers through

directly printed carbon-based interdigitated electrodes

(IDEs) onto CNF/poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) films

(Syrový et al. 2019). PEG not only improved the

mechanical properties of CNF films, but also had a

positive effect on the printing properties of CNF

substrates. This film sensor demonstrated that the

impedance decreased with the increase of relative

humidity (20–90%). However, the longer response

and recovery time of CNF/PEG film sensors were

needed. These film sensors offered a potential humid-

ity measurement method in scientific and industrial

fields.

Chemical sensors

Metal cations sensors

Metal-ions pollution mainly comes from industrial,

traffic and domestic waste, which has seriously

threatened the safety of drinking water, industrial

and agricultural water sources. Excessive intake of

metal ions can lead to serious diseases and even death.

However, the traditional instrument techniques for

metal-ions measurement have various disadvantages,

such as expensive instrument, complicated sample

preparation procedure, time-consuming, long analysis

time and professional operation. Therefore, the

Fig. 4 The application of the NFC/CNT humidity sensor for human breath monitoring at a, b slow, c normal, d rapid frequency.
Adapted with permission from Zhu et al. (2019b), Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society
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development of green, fast, efficient, convenient,

highly sensitive and selective methods for metal ions

detection is particularly important.

Rhodamine derivatives can be served as various

metal ions probes, because of their excellent photo-

physical characteristics (Ye et al. 2020). A cellulose

triacetate membrane immobilized Rhodamine 6G

phenylthiosemicarbazide derivative (Rh6G-P)

through room temperature solution casting method

was prepared by Sangita D. Kumar and co-workers

(Thakur et al. 2015). When the opening of spirolactum

ring was induced by Hg2? ions, the naked-eye color of

the colorless membrane sensor turned pink (Fig. 5a).

This sensor had successfully realized the

determination of Hg2? ions in a wide linear range of

10–5000 ng/mL with LOD of 1.3 ng/mL. Similarly,

5-(20,40-dimethylphenylazo)-6-hydroxy-pyrimidine-

2,4-dione (DMPAHPD) can be acted as metal-ions

probes (Amin and Ahmed 2010). Amin (2015)

designed a triacetylcellulose membrane loaded with

DMPAHPD dyes for detecting Hg2? ions. The com-

plex formation occurred between Hg2? ions and this

membrane, which led to the color change from orange

to deep red. The membrane sensor exhibited a lower

LOD of 0.3 ng/mL over a linear concentration range

of 1.0–80 ng/mL. These proposed sensing membranes

may be promising candidates for the determination of

Hg2? ions in the actual water samples.

Fig. 5 a Hg2? recognition mechanism by the incorporated
Rh6G-P derivative in the optode. Adapted with permission from
Thakur et al. (2015), Copyright 2015, Elsevier B.V. b Cd2? ions
detection mechanism with the sensor strips. Adapted with
permission from Jiang et al. (2020a), Copyright 2020, American
Chemical Society. c The relationship between colorimetric

response and Fe3? concentrations. Adapted with permission
from Li et al. (2017b), Copyright 2017, Elsevier B.V. d The FL
intensity of the BC/N-GOQDs with different Fe3? concentra-
tions. Inset: The linear relationship between FL intensities and
Fe3? concentrations. Adapted with permission from Lv et al.
(2019b), Copyright 2019, Springer
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A cellulose membrane-based colorimetric sensor

strip (CCSS) functionalized with victoria blue B

(VBB, as an indicator) through intermolecular hydro-

gen bonds was developed by Luo Xiaogang and co-

workers (Jiang et al. 2020a, b). Figure 5b showed

design scheme of CCSS and detection mechanism of

CCSS with Cd2? ions. When added with Cd2?, the

color of CCSS was observed from yellow to blue–

green by the naked eye. Moreover, a visual sensitivity

limit 0.01 mg/L was obtained. This sensing system

CCSS was successfully applied to discriminate Cd2?

in real waters.

Naphthalimide derivatives presented high fluores-

cence quantum yield, good photo-stability and long

emission wavelength, which can be acted as metal ions

sensors (Liu et al. 2020). Xiao Huining and co-workers

constructed a green cellulose membrane (NGC),

which coated with graphene oxide (GO) and naph-

thalimide molecule through hydrogen bonding and p–

p stacking (Li et al. 2018). Because the coordination of

piperazine units and Cu2? ions blocked photo-induced

electron transfer (PET) effect, the NGC membrane

with Cu2? appeared a strong fluorescence emission

peak at 510 nm compared to the previously NGC

membrane without Cu2?. Besides, a detection limit

0.73 lM was achieved. CdTe quantum dots (CdTe

QDs) can be worked as the sensing platform for metal

ions detection (Elmizadeh et al. 2017). Wu Yiwei and

co-workers synthesized a ratiometric fluorescent cel-

lulose acetate membrane, which was immersed in

CdTe QDs/graphite carbon nitride (GCNNs) solutions

(He et al. 2020). With the increase of Cu2? concen-

trations, the color of this membrane sensor was

gradually changed from pink yellow to blue under

UV lamp. Moreover, a wide semi-quantitative range

(0.01–5.0 lg/mL) for Cu2? detection was obtained.

All these results suggested that the cellulose mem-

branes offered a convenient, reliable method for on-

site detection of Cu2? ions in practical waters, such as

red wine and drinking water.

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been widely used

in sensing fields due to their excellent photo-physical

properties (Rao et al. 2019). Hou Changjun designed a

colorimetric paper-based membrane sensor through

the process of TiO2 modification, hydrophobic/hy-

drophilic coating, –NH2 and –SH groups decoration,

and AuNPs immobilization (Li et al. 2017a, b, c). With

the increase of Fe3? concentrations, the original

reddish intensity of the membrane gradually

decreased. In addition, a detection limit 0.85 lM

was obtained with a linear relationship between

colorimetric response and Fe3? concentrations

(1.0–37 lM) (Fig. 5c). Graphene oxide quantum dots

(GOQDs) exhibited outstanding optoelectronic char-

acteristics, which have attracted many interests in

sensing areas (Park and Seo 2019). A bacterial

cellulose/nitrogen-doped graphene oxide quantum

dot-based fluorescent membrane (BC/N-GOQDs)

through a one-step self-assembly and in situ cultiva-

tion strategy (via hydrogen bonding) was synthesized

by Wei Qufu and co-workers (Lv et al. 2019a, b). The

strong coordination of surface functional groups in

BC/N-GOQDs and Fe3? ions caused blue fluorescence

quenching. More importantly, the BC/N-GOQDs

sensor presented an outstanding selectivity for Fe3?

ions (0.5–650 lM) with an ultralow detection limit

69 nM (Fig. 5d). These cellulose membranes pro-

vided a potential for Fe3? determination in real water

samples (e.g. lake waters, serum and mineral waters).

A cellulose membrane functionalized with 1,4-

dihydroxyanthraquinone (1,4-DHAQ) and carbon

nanotubes (CNTs) was fabricated by Wang Meiling

and co-workers (Gu et al. 2017). In the presence of

Cu2? ions, the fluorescence intensity of the 1,

4-DHAQ-doped CNTs@CL membrane decreased

significantly. A linear range for Cu2? detection

(0–0.022 lM) and a detection limit 0.00217 lM was

achieved. What is more surprising is that fluorescence

emission was released when Cr3? ions were added to

the mixture of Cu2? ions and 1,4-DHAQ-doped

CNTs@CL membrane. Meanwhile, a linear equation

of Cr3? ions concentrations (0–0.024 lM) and LOD

(0.00221 lM)was obtained. However, the presence of

Cr3? ions may interfere with the detection of Cr6?

ions. Rafal Sitko and co-workers prepared the amino-

silanized cellulose membrane for realizing selective

Cr6? ions detection in the presence of Cr3? (Jamroz

et al. 2019). An excellent sensitivity with LOD of

0.16 ng/mL indicated that the membrane sensing

system had a great promising in recognizing Cr6?

ions in real applications.

A colorimetric paper-based membrane sensor for

Ni2? determination was developed by Hou Changjun

and co-workers, through a preparation procedure of

TiO2 coating, calcination, hexadecyltrimethoxysilane

(HTDES) and hydrophilic modification (Li et al.

2017a, b, c). The membrane sensor using zincon/

hollow ZnSiO3 nanospheres/Na2-EDTA solutions
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presented a dynamic range (0.65–89 lM) and a

calculated detection limit 0.68 lM. The color change

of membrane sensor from pink to grey was attributed

to indicator displacement mechanism. Silver staining

technology is extensively applied to ultra-trace sens-

ing fields because of its excellent signal amplification

(Tang et al. 2010; Qi et al. 2010). A cellulose acetate

membrane (CAM) decorating with dithizone (Dz) for

detecting Pb2? and Cd2? ions was prepared by Zhao

Yuandi and co-workers, with chemical bath deposition

and silver stain technology (Wang et al. 2016a, b). The

original gray color of the membrane sensor was

changed to black (observing by naked-eye) when

contacting with Pb2? or Cd2? ions. There was a linear

fitting over Pb2?/Cd2? concentrations (1–100 nM),

and simultaneously an extremely low visual detection

limit 1 nM was obtained. This chemosensor provided

a convenient technique for Pb2?/Cd2? detection in

practical wastewaters.

Non-metal ions sensors

Chloride ions (Cl-) permeation can cause the erosion

of concrete buildings in harsh environments and then

lead to reduction of the strength, utility and aesthetic

quality of the concrete structure (Angst et al. 2009).

Therefore, it is of great significance to monitor Cl-

ions in concrete environment. A novel fiber optic

probe based on cellulose acetate (CA) film immobi-

lizing lucigenin-doped silica nanoparticles via phys-

ical embedding was developed by Ding Liyun and co-

workers (Xiao et al. 2019). This sensitive film can be

served as a highly selective probe for detecting Cl-

ions in KCl solutions. Based on fluorescence quench-

ing principle, a linear relationship between fluores-

cence intensity and Cl- ions concentrations

(0.02–0.06 M) was obtained (Fig. 6a). This material

had various advantages of simplicity, convenience and

efficiency in selective identification of Cl- ions in

building fields.

Nitrate ions (NO3
-) can lead to the pollution of

water systems (e.g. lakes, rivers, seas and oceans),

because of the eutrophication of algae. Furthermore,

nitrate is very harmful to human, especially to infant.

Therefore, it is very urgent to realize the rapid

detection of nitrate in water environment. Jong Il

Rhee and co-workers reported an oxazine170 per-

chlorate-ethyl cellulose (O17-EC) membrane with a

clay hydrotalcite (HT, working as a reducing reagent

for reduction of nitrate to ammonia) for colorimetric

and ratiometric detection of nitrate (Duong et al.

2018). When the concentrations of nitrate increased

from 0.1 mM to 10 mM, the color transition of the

O17-HT-EC membrane was clearly observed under an

excitation wavelength (470 nm) irradiation (Fig. 6b).

The membrane sensor demonstrated a highly selective

in the detection range (0.1–1.0 mM) with a sensitive

detection limit 0.089 mM. Meanwhile, this sensor

exhibited a fast response time (* 10 s) and long-term

stability ([ 1 month) and outstanding reversibility,

which suggested that the novel approach can recog-

nize nitrate in real water samples instead of traditional

methods (e.g. flow injection analysis and molecular

emission cavity analysis).

Due to its toxicity and bioaccumulation, a high

intake of Selenium(IV) can cause dangerous diseases

to living organisms (Ventura et al. 2009). Thus, the

development of a convenient and highly efficient

method for determinating Se(IV) is extremely impor-

tant. Preeti Sunil Kulkarni prepared a cellulose

triacetate plasticized membrane modified with tri-

octyl methyl ammonium chloride (Al-336, as an ion

exchanger) (Kulkarni et al. 2018). This sensor exhib-

ited a highly selective for Se(IV), and was not

influenced by the other interfering anions, such as

oxalate, phosphate, nitrate, bicarbonate, bromate, and

chloride. The sensing process can be briefly described

as follows: first, iodometric method happened between

Se(IV) and iodide ions in acidic medium (from

colorless to yellow color); second, tri-iodide anion

(I3
-) reacted with variamine blue dye in sodium

acetate solutions (from yellow to violet) (Fig. 6c). A

good linear range (0.2–3 lg/mL) and LOD value

(0.15 lg/mL) indicated that the material can be served

as an ideal method for the determination of Se(IV) in

pharmaceutical industries.

Excessive As(III) is related to a series diseases of

cancers, diabetes and reproductive problems (Hao

et al. 2009). A cellulose/amorphous silica/(3-mercap-

topropyl)-trimethoxysilane membrane for highly

selective adsorption and detection of As(III) was

developed by Rafal Sitko and co-workers (Fig. 6d)

(Lukojko et al. 2018). Due to the strong binding ability

between As(III) and mercapto groups, this membrane

material displayed excellent selectivity for ultra-trace

As(III) detection in the presence of interfering ions,

including As(V), heavy metals (e.g. Pb2?, Ni2? and

Co2?) and anions (e.g. SO4
2-, NO3

- and Cl-). More
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importantly, the miniaturized membrane achieved a

linear range 0.2–200 ng/mL and an extremely low

detection limit 0.045 ng/mL, which was considerably

lower than the maximum allowable value 10 ng/mL of

As(III) in drinking water according to World Health

Organization. This novel sensing platform offered a

solvent-free, low cost and environmental-friendly

method in determination of As(III) in high salinity

water. However, realizing efficient detection of

As(V) is still a huge challenge.

The efficient combination of sensors with Internet

of things (IOT) provides great potential for a stable re-

newable energy system (Bethke et al. 2018). Woo Soo

Kim and co-workers constructed a 3D printed dispos-

able wireless ion selective sensor for NH4
? detection,

which was consisted of AgNWs, cellulose nanofibers

and polyimide (Kim et al. 2019). Through measuring

the magnitude of reflection coefficient S11, the change

of NH4
? concentrations on IS-LC sensor was wire-

lessly detected by VNA, and a high sensitivity of

3.4%/M was achieved. This 3D printed wearable ion

sensor can provide an efficient method for the

realization of Internet of things and wireless

monitoring.

Fig. 6 a Calibration curve of optical fiber sensing probe
response to Cl- by KCl standard solutions. Adapted with
permission from Xiao et al. (2019), Copyright 2019, Elsevier
B.V. b The photo images of the O17-HT-EC membranes with
different nitrate concentrations under sunlight or LED (470 nm)
irradiation. Adapted with permission from Duong et al. (2018),

Copyright 2018, MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. c The color change
of films sorbed with I3

- and after treatment with variamine blue.
Adapted with permission from Kulkarni et al. (2018), Copyright
2018, Springer. d The preparation process of cellulose/SiO2/
MPTMS membranes. Adapted with permission from Lukojko
et al. (2018), Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V.
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pH sensors

pH (hydrogen ion concentration) is closely related to

most areas. pH value is not only a very important

parameter in the industrial, pharmaceutical and food

industries, but also has an influence on global ecology

and physiological biochemistry (Chu et al. 2013; Koch

et al. 2013; Gotor et al. 2017). Besides, pH plays an

important role in many chemical and biological

processes of animals, plants and bacteria. So far, three

methods of electrochemical, photochemical sensors

and pH test paper strips are mainly used to determine

pH. Although pH test paper has the advantages of

cheap, wide coverage and simple operation, it does not

have high resolution. Even though pH glass electrode

is the most commonly used pH sensor, it is still

interfered by high temperature, high pressure, strong

alkali, ionic strength, some organic matters and

electromagnetic radiation. However, when the pH

value changed, the optical sensor may read the

changes of absorption, fluorescence or reflectivity.

Besides, the optical pH sensor also had the advantages

of anti-electromagnetic interference, convenient, low

cost, high selectivity and sensitivity. In general, an

optical pH sensor is mainly made of a pH indicator

(acid-based indicators) and an organic carrier (e.g.

hydrogel or cellulose) through adsorption, chemical

bonding and sol–gel method.

Zhang Jianxin fabricated an optical pH sensitive

membrane via sol–gel method, which was developed

by embedding four indicators of congo red, bro-

mophenol blue, cresol red and chlorophenol red into

an organic carrier, simultaneously cross-linked by

tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and cellulose acetate

(Zhang and Zhou 2018). According to a linear

relationship between Power (lW) and pH values, a

working detection range (2.5–11.0) was obtained, with

a measurement accuracy (0.2 pH) of the sensor. The

sensing membrane had a wide response range to pH

values, which was probably attributed to the interac-

tion of the four indicators. Compared with traditional

electric chemical electrodes, various advantages (e.g.

good stability and repeatability) of this pH sensor

provided a practical evaluation method in the areas of

clinical medicine, biopharmaceutical and industrial

sewage. However, the sensor needed a long response

time and should be activated before normal measure-

ment. Besides, the sensor cannot work well in strong

acid (pH B 2.5) and alkali (pH C 11.0) environments.

A pH-responsive sensing platform was produced by

Narges Chamkouri, by immobilizing phenol red on the

triacetylcellulose membrane (Chamkouri 2015). With

the increase of pH values, the absorbance at 464 nm of

the optical sensor and detected solutions decreased.

Their results showed that the pH sensor maintained a

relatively wide linear range (3.0–12.0) with a long-

term stability (8 months) in water/ethanol (50:50, v/v).

In addition, a correlation coefficient (0.999) and

relative standard deviations (less than 0.7%) supplied

a good reliable and accurate platform for monitoring

pH in the future applications.

Because the optical probes depended on indicator

transition characteristics, they cannot be used for

certain applications. Due to the advantages of high

sensitivity and without frequent recalibration, the

luminescent pH sensors had an extensively applica-

bility to practical samples. Lanthanide (Ln) com-

pounds with excellent photo-physical properties

played a key role in these fields of luminescent labels,

probes, phosphors and biological (Ning et al. 2019;

Khullar et al. 2019). A luminescent pH membrane

sensor based on cellulose acetate (CA) and a new

europium complex (Eu3?/theonyl trifluoroace-

tone/gallic acid/pyridine dicarboxylic acid) was pre-

pared by Axel Duerkop and co-workers (Waleed Al-

Qaysi and Duerkop 2018). With the increase of pH

values (2–7), the fluorescence intensity at 615 nm of

the sensing film increased significantly, which was

related to the pKas of the Eu3?-complex. The mem-

brane sensor with advantages of a long response range

(2–7) and operational lifetime can apply for high

throughput pH sensing. However, the sensor was still

not suitable for alkaline solutions. Although the

optical and luminescent pH sensors had made great

progress in pH detection, they still face the difficult

problems to work well in harsh environments, such as

high temperature, high pressure, strong acid, strong

alkali, etc.

Gas and vapor sensors

Gases are generated from industrial activities, vol-

canic eruptions, mining and burning of minerals.

However, excessive toxic gases are seriously harmful

for the health of animals and plants. For example, H2S

will damage human respiratory and nerve systems,

resulting in unconsciousness (Zhou et al. 2019). NO2

is related to respiratory tract and may cause serious
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diseases of bosom frowsty, difficulty breathing and

asthma (Bhat and Pandey 2018). A high concentration

of ammonia may bring lung swelling of humans and

even death (Masoud et al. 2018). Excessive intake of

ethanol vapor will cause irritation of nose, eyes and

mucous membrane (Boyes et al. 2014). Therefore, it is

very important and urgent to develop green, low cost,

fast response, highly selective and sensitive of sensors

to monitor toxic gases in environment and industrial

processes. According to different physical, chemical

and electronic mechanisms, gas sensors can be divided

into semiconductor metal oxide sensors, electrochem-

ical sensors, optical sensors, catalytic combustion

sensors, etc. Semiconductor metal oxide materials

have become the most promising gas sensors because

of their low cost, convenient operation, fast response

and high sensitivity for target gases detection (Bala-

subramani 2020). Besides, electrochemical gas sen-

sors work with the measured gas and then output the

electrical signal proportional to the gas concentrations.

Similarly, electrochemical sensors have the advan-

tages of accuracy, reliability, rapidity and high

sensitivity (Wang et al. 2020a, b). However, the

optical sensors are based on the reactions between the

measured gas and the sensitive layer, which result in

changes of absorbance, fluorescence and color (Loch-

baum et al. 2020).

The introduction of copper oxide nanoparticles

(CuO NPs) with large specific surface and more

reactive sites can improve the chemical reactivity and

sensitivity of metal oxide semiconducting polymer

membranes for gas sensing (Tanvir et al. 2016). Saleh

t. Mahmoud and co-workers reported a novel semi-

conductor membrane sandwiched between a pair of

electrodes for H2S sensing, which was prepared by

CuONPs (via a colloid microwave-assisted hydrother-

mal method) and sodium carboxymethyl cellulose

(CMC) powder with glycerol ionic liquid (5%)

through the solution casting method (Hittini et al.

2020). When the optimum concentration of CuO was

5%, the nanoparticles were uniformly distributed in

the membrane and no agglomeration. According to the

change of electric current, the sensor was response to

H2S concentrations. Moreover, this sensor presented a

decent selectivity towards H2S in the presence of

interfering gases (e.g. C2H4 and H2), and a detection

limit 15 ppm at a low temperature (40 �C). In addition,

this membrane demonstrated a reversible behavior and

low humidity dependence. The adsorption and

desorption of oxygen molecules can be used to explain

the sensing mechanism of the membrane. These

results suggested that the membrane provided a

reliable sensing platform for H2S detection in harsh

environments, such as highly humid and low temper-

ature. Another semiconductor thin film sensor was

reported by Estefanı́a Núñez-Carmona and coworkers

based on bacterial cellulose and zinc oxide (ZnO)

(Núñez-Carmona et al. 2019). The best response of

this sensor for detecting NO2 was obtained. However,

this sensor needed the activation of UV lamp, which

was not beneficial to be widely used in practical

applications.

Graphene oxide (GO) has relatively strong absorp-

tion properties of gas molecules, which is attributed to

the characteristics of basal surfaces and prismatic

edges. Besides, GO has a low permeability of most

gases, which is expected to be an effective additive

into cellulose-based solid electrolyte for regulating

gas permeation. A green solid electrolyte based on co-

functionalized cellulose/GO membrane was devel-

oped by Chen Zhongwei and co-workers, as an

electrochemical gas sensor for alcohol vapor detection

(Zhang et al. 2017). A schematic diagram of an alcohol

fuel cell sensor (AFCS) and its electrochemical

principle was shown in Fig. 7a. The concentration

information of input ethanol vapor can be obtained by

collecting the transferred electrons from anode to

cathode as electrical signals. This sensor presented

excellent selectivity towards ethanol vapor over water

and acetone, with a low detection limit 25 ppm.

Moreover, due to assist protons to move and through

the membrane plane, a high water uptake of this

cellulose/GO membrane offered promising ionic con-

ductivity. The cellulose/GO membrane was used as an

ideal electrochemical device for monitoring ethanol

vapor in future practical applications.

Amino acid ionic liquids (AAIL) are green solvents

for dissolving cellulose, which can act as the adsorp-

tion medium of gas (Uehara et al. 2019). A cellulose

acetate membrane modified with a kind of amino acid

ionic liquid (ProIL) through the phase inversion

method, was designed by Kamatchi Sankaranarayanan

and co-workers as an ammonia sensor (Mehta et al.

2020). ProIL was prepared by amino acids L-Proline

and IL EMIM OH (base) via the neutralisation

method. The sensing of ammonia by this membrane

CA-ProIL was mainly based on the change in resis-

tance, which was primarily due to chemisorption
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between ammonia and the surface of membrane.

When acetone, ethanol and toluene existed, CA-ProIL

showed a high selectivity for ammonia sensing with a

low detection value 1 ppm at room temperature. The

possible mechanism of adduct formation between

ammonia and ProIL had been proved by Nuclear

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Response

time (60 s) and recovery time (78 s) suggested that

this membrane CA-ProIL provided a potential for

ammonia sensing in the future industrial areas.

Toxic organic compounds sensors

Pesticides, organic solvents and dyes are toxic and

non-degradable. Their unreasonable use and arbitrary

discharge would bring serious threats to soil, water,

environment and even humans. Therefore, it is very

important to develop green, simple, efficient and low-

cost sensors for detecting toxic organic compounds

instead of the traditional instrument methods.

Low concentration of fluazinam can be used as

fungicide to control phytophthora blight (Bakirci et al.

2014). However, the excess use of fluazinam not only

poses a serious threat to environment and food safety,

but also reduces the soil quality and destroys the

balance of biological population (Feng et al. 2015).

MoS2 QDs have the advantages of low toxicity and

high stability, so they can be served as convenient, fast

and efficient probes in the sensing fields (Wang et al.

2017; Lu et al. 2017). A cellulose membrane cross-

linking MoS2 QDs was developed by Hou Changjun

and co-workers, which realized nake-eyed and digital

readout for detecting fluazinam in vegetable samples

(Wang et al. 2020a, b). A overlapping between the

absorption peak (347 nm) of fluazinam and the

excitation (322 nm) of MoS2 QDs caused inner filter

effect (IFE), which led to the fluorescence quenching

of the MoS2 QDs. Thus, this sensor showed a highly

selective for fluazinam rather than other similar

pesticides, such as omethoate, glyphosate, triadime-

fon, etc. According to the linear equation between

euclidean distance of 4RGB and the logarithm of

fluzinam concentration (10–800 lM), the detection

limit 2.26 lMwas obtained (Fig. 7b). In addition, p–p

Fig. 7 a Schematic diagram of an AFCS and its electrochem-
ical principle. Adapted with permission from Zhang et al.
(2017), Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA. b The linear equation between the euclidean distance
and fluazinam concentrations. Adapted with permission from

Wang et al. (2020b), Copyright 2020, Elsevier B.V. c Schematic
representation of the TCE biosensor assembly. (1) a working
electrode, (2) a reference electrode, (3) a stirrer, (4) an ionmeter,
and (5) a recorder. Adapted with permission from Chee (2016),
Copyright 2016, Elsevier B.V.
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stacking, hydrogen bond and electrostatic interaction

of fluzinamwithMoS2QDs can improve its selectivity

and sensitivity. This proposed platform offered a

convenient and efficient approach for fluazinam

detection in agriculture and food safety.

Trichloroethylene (TCE) is widely acted as a

cleansing agent for electronic parts. However, TCE

is seriously harmful for soil and groundwater because

of its unreasonable use and leakage. More importantly,

TCE can cause serious impairment in the central

nervous system when humans expose to a high level.

Therefore, it inspires many researchers to develop

simple and fast methods for TCE detection. Some

studies have shown that an aerobic bacterium of

Pseudomonas sp. strain ASA86 can be applied for

TCE degradation (Chee 2011). A novel microbial

biosensor based on Pseudomonas sp. strain ASA86

was designed by Gab-Joo Chee, utilizing a porous

cellulose nitrate membrane with a chloride ion elec-

trode to detect TCE (Chee 2016). After degradation of

TCE by bacterium in the biosensor, chloride ions

would be released, which can be detected by the ion

electrode and output signal then converted into TCE

value (Fig. 7c). This biosensor demonstrated a higher

selectivity towards TCE than that of other organic

solvents, such as 1,1-dichloroethylene, 1,2-dichlor-

oethylene and 1,2-dichloroethane, etc. A good linear

relationship of biosensor response with TCE concen-

trations (0.05–4 mg/L) was achieved with a detection

limit 0.05 mg/L, which was lower than the TCE limit

of industrial water and waste water stipulated by

Japan. When the biosensor was at optimum conditions

of pH 8.0 and 30 �C, the response time was about

5 min. However, the detection limit 0.05 mg/L of this

biosensor was still higher than the limit value 0.03 mg/

L of drinking water standard. Besides, toluene was

used in culture medium of bacterium, which left a

potential threat to the environment.

Because of its toxicity, mutagenicity, carcinogenic-

ity and non-biodegradable, Methylene blue (MB)

derived from dye industries is harmful to environment

and humans (Auerbach et al. 2010; Hassan et al. 2014).

However, the traditional UV–vis spectrometer for

measuring MB is not suitable for on-site and conve-

nient detection. Xu Xiaoping and co-workers reported

a nitrated cellulose acetate (NCA) microfiltration

membrane through phase inversion method, as a

visual sensor for MB detection in tap water (He

et al. 2016). In the filtration process of trace MB with

this membrane, MB molecules can be concentrated on

the membrane to achieve a visual response. The

membrane displayed a highly selective for MB

detection, which was not influenced by bromophenol

blue and crystal violet. When the membrane filtered

30 mL, the naked-eye detection limit 0.001 mg/L was

achieved. Although the membrane sensor realized the

portable detection of MB, it needed a large volume of

solution.

Biosensors

Biomolecular sensors

Realizing the efficient detection of biological mole-

cules in organisms is very important for disease

prevention, clinical medicine and other processes.

Glucose is widely distributed in human blood, urine,

tears, etc. Therefore, glucose needs to be detected in

time for preventing a high level, which leads to

diabetes. A cellulose-based strips (CBS) was designed

by Luo Xiaogang and co-workers, through oxidized

cellulose membranes and glucose oxidase (GOX)/

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) via schiff-base reaction

(Luo et al. 2019). CBS can be used as enzyme

colorimetric assay for fast (within 5 min), sensitive

and naked-eye detection of glucose. A schematic

diagram of the preparation of CBS and detection of

glucose was shown in Fig. 8a. The sensing mechanism

was briefly described as follows: first, GOX can

catalyze the oxidation of glucose to form H2O2 by

molecular oxygen. An obvious blue color was

observed by the reaction of H2O2 with 3,30,5,50-

tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) under the oxidation of

HRP. CBS presented a highly selective for glucose in

presence of other carbohydrates (e.g. lactose, fructose,

sucrose and maltose). A good linear relationship

between the color intensity (recorded by a simple

camera) and glucose concentrations (1–11 mM) was

obtained with a detection limit (0.45 mM), which met

the normal detection parameter 3.9–6.4 mM of glu-

cose in human serum. In all, CBS provided a semi-

quantitative approach for glucose detection in areas of

biosensors, drug carriers and biomedicine.

Interleukin-6 (IL-6) is a pleiotropic cytokine, which

plays an important role in immunity, tissue repair and

metabolism, etc. Due to various disadvantages of large

sample volume, long incubation time and complicated
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sample labelling process, the most common method of

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is not

suitable for real-time or dynamic monitoring of

cytokine (Liu et al. 2016). However, the minimizing

costs and processing time of label-free approaches can

be applied for direct detection of antibody-antigen

(Ab–Ag) recognition events. Besides, organic elec-

trochemical transistors (OECTs) have the advantages

of tissue compatibility, high stability and efficient

operation, which can be acted as chemical sensors and

biosensors (Lin and Yan 2012; Liao et al. 2015; Tang

et al. 2011). A label-free and selective approach of IL-

6 detection was prepared by Denis Gentili and co-

workers, through combining an OECT with an

immuno-affinity regenerated cellulose membrane

(Gentili et al. 2018). The OECT gate electrode can

be modified by an oligo (ethylene glycol)-terminated

self-assembled alkanethiolate monolayer (SAM),

which can immobilize anti IL-6 antibodies and inhibit

non-specific biomolecule binding. Figure 8b dis-

played the schematic diagram of selective concentra-

tion and electrochemical detection of IL-6. Antibody-

antigen (Ab–Ag) molecular recognition events

occurred in the preconcentrated IL-6 and anti IL-6

antibodies on the OECT gate electrode, which was

converted into physically detectable signals. The

preconcentration step of the immune-affinity mem-

brane promoted IL-6 detection in physiological con-

centration. In addition, a detection limit of IL-6 was

raised to 220 pg/mL.

Plasmodium falciparum histidine-rich protein 2

(PfHRP2) level in whole blood samples can be used as

a parameter for diagnosing P. falciparum infection

(Hendriksen et al. 2013). Similarly, a wash-free and

Fig. 8 a The preparation process of the cellulose-based strips
and their glucose detection. Adapted with permission from Luo
et al. (2019), Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
b Schematic illustration of the selective concentration and

electrochemical detection of IL-6. Adapted with permission
from Gentili et al. (2018), Copyright 2018, Royal Society of
Chemistry
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label-free immunoassay technique was developed by

Peter B. Lillehoj for rapid electrochemical detection of

PfHRP2 in whole blood samples (Dutta and Lillehoj

2018). A unique detection method was based on

electrochemical-chemical (EC) redox cycling with an

affinity-based protein quantification strategy for signal

amplification. The detection of PfHRP2 with this

immunoassay sensor would not be interfered by other

electroactive species (e.g. glucose, uric acid and

ascorbic acid). Moreover, a detection range (100 ng/

mL–100 lg/mL) of PfHRP2 concentrations was

obtained, which encompassed the clinically relevant

level of P. falciparum infection. This immunoassay

offered a label-free and real-time method for proteins

electrochemical detection in biomedical applications.

Urea content in biological urine is an important

index in clinical diagnosis. A biosensor based on

oxazine 170 perchlorate (O17)-ethyl cellulose (EC)

membrane immobilized urease was prepared by Jong

Il Rhee for ratiometric fluorescent detection of urea

(Dinh Duong and Il Rhee 2015). Under the catalysis of

the urease, urea will hydrolyze to produce ammonia,

which can react with O17 to cause the change of two

fluorescence emission intensities (kem = 630 nm and

kem = 565 nm). According to a linear relationship

between the ratio I565/I630 of the fluorescence inten-

sities and urea concentrations, a detection range

0.01–0.1 M with LOD of 0.027 mM and a detection

range 0.1–1.0 M with LOD of 0.224 mM were

obtained. Moreover, after 266 tests in two months,

the membrane biosensor still had a good sensitivity,

which suggested that this membrane had long-term

stability. The biosensor supplied a potential method

for urea-sensing in food safety and clinical diagnos-

tics. Similarly, a ratiometric fluorescent biosensor for

L-arginine (Arg) and L-asparagine (Asn) detection was

designed by Jong Il Rhee, which was combined

oxazine 170 perchlorate (O17)-ethyl cellulose (EC)

membrane with enzymes and hydrogel polyurethane

(An et al. 2017). Ammonium ions were produced by

the hydrolysis reactions of urea and L-Arg under the

catalysis of the urease and arginase, as well as the

hydrolysis reaction of L-Asn under the catalysis of

asparaginase. Ammonium ions can react with O17,

which led to the ratio I565/I630 change of the fluores-

cence intensities, and its proportional to L-Arg and

L-Asn concentrations. A concentration range

(0.1–10 mM) of L-Arg or L-Asn detection was

achieved. The development of this biosensor offered

a simple and sensitive method for L-Arg and L-Asn

determination in biological fluids, drugs and foods.

Enantiomers of chiral substances are very impor-

tant in drug discovery and pharmaceutical industry,

thus it is urgent to develop a simple, rapid and

sensitive method for detecting of chiral molecules.

Erhan Zor and co-workers reported a lab-in-a-syringe

(LIS) device for colorimetric enantioselective of chiral

species sensing, which was consisted of AuNPs-

loaded cellulose acetate membrane (CAM) as the

conjugate pad and non-loaded CAM as detection pad

(Zor and Bekar 2017). The conjugate pad was used to

capture analytes, which can be recognized by the

detection pad and signalled for the captured analytes.

Aggregation of AuNPs was caused by the enantiose-

lective interaction between the inherently chiral

AuNPs and enantiomers, and subsequently led to a

distinct colour change from red to purple within 5 min.

There existed a linear equation between colour

intensity and L-Alanine concentrations (1–5 mM),

with LOD of 0.77 mM. On the contrary, D-Alanine

did not cause color changes and was not selectively

detected. This lab-in-a-syringe (LIS) device paved a

novel enantiosensing way for chiral molecules in

biomedical fields and pharmaceutical industry.

Pathogen sensors

Due to environmental changes, species diversity and

large-scale use of antibiotics, various pathogens

caused the breaking out of infectious diseases, such

as Ebola virus, avian influenza virus, swine influenza

virus and COVID-19. The traditional pathogen detec-

tion methods have the disadvantages of complex

experimental operation, high requirements for envi-

ronment and personnel, which are difficult to meet the

needs of rapid detection of pathogens.

When analytes are adsorbed on the substrate

surface, Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)

can generate enhanced Raman signals, which can be

used as biosensors (Pieczonka and Aroca 2008).

Vladimir V. Tsukruk and co-workers reported a novel

SERS substrate based on cellulose nanofibers (CNFs)

membrane and gold nanorods (AuNRs) via direct

vacuum-assisted filtration method for simultaneous

detection of Escherichia coli and rhodamine 6G

(R6G) (Zhang et al. 2018). The nanoporous morphol-

ogy of CNFs matrix was contributed to the filtration,

retention and preconcentration of analytes for
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enhancing SERS performance. Besides, the plasmonic

CNFs membranes had various excellent optical prop-

erties, including high transmission in the vis-NIR

range, low scattering, almost no fluorescence and

Raman background, which were applicable to the

SERS detection. More interesting, the AuNR/CNF

membrane can realize dual operational modes at two

excitation wavelengths (532 nm and 785 nm). When

the longer excitation wavelength was at 785 nm, the

AuNR/CNF membrane displayed autofluorescence

suppression for better detecting Escherichia coli with

only 100–200 s integration time instead of hours of

traditional Raman required. A better Raman scattering

efficiency was generated by the shorter excitation

wavelength (532 nm) to recognize R6G dyes, with a

detection limit down to 10 pM. Although this SERS

approach provided sensitive and fast performances, it

required a Raman spectrometer.

Pathogenic Escherichia coli O157:H7 is related to

bloody diarrhea, abdominal cramps, hemolytic uremic

syndrome, renal failure and even death (Richard and

Laura 2005). One of the most commonly immunolog-

ical methods for detecting pathogens is the sandwich

ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay). A

novel chitosan/cellulose nanocrystals/glycerol mem-

brane immobilized monoclonal anti-Shiga toxin 2B

antibody (mAnti-stx2B-Ab) with the indirect ELISA

method was developed by Monique Lacroix and co-

workers, for simple and sensitive detection of

Escherichia coli O157:H7 (Shankar et al. 2020). A

combination of the high specific surface area of the

CNCs and functional amino units of the chitosan can

result in the increase of antibodies immobilization on

membrane surface. Besides, glycerol can not only be

served as the membrane stabilizer, but also improved

the flexibility of the membranes. The results showed

that CNCs concentrations and chitosan parameters of

higher molecular weight, deacetylation degree and

viscosity had an important impact on the signal of

detection. A detection limit 1 log CFU/mL of

Escherichia coli O157:H7 was obtained by this

immunological membrane. However, compared with

the traditional methods of 24 h, the needed time of

Escherichia coli O157:H7 detection by this novel

method was only 4 h. Monique Lacroix reported a

novel spider web trap approach (SWTA) for simulta-

neous enrichment, capture and detection of Escher-

ichia coli O157:H7 by indirect ELISA method, which

was based on chitosan/cellulose nanocrystals/glycerol

nanocomposite membrane (Baraketi et al. 2020). The

introduction of CNCs into this nanocomposite mem-

brane can improve the capture of the protein and the

detection signal of the pathogen. Moreover, compared

with traditional methods, the innovative SWTA did

not need any sample preparation, which could mini-

mize the risks of cross-contamination. The develop-

ment of this CNC-based membrane with indirect

ELISA method offered a convenient and sensitive

strategy for Escherichia coli O157:H7 detection in

food industries and drinking waters.

As an in vitro diagnostic technique, Lateral flow

assays (LFAs) can be widely used in disease diagnosis,

food detection and environment monitoring because

of their low-cost, convenient, portable and efficient,

etc. (Geertruida et al. 2009). Quantum dots (QDs) and

graphene oxide (GO) exhibited excellent photo-phys-

ical properties, which had been intensely applied in

biosensing areas (Park et al. 2017; Morales-Narvaez

and Merkoci 2019). A lateral flow immunoassay for

highly sensitive detection of Escherichia coli

O157:H7 was developed by Arben Merkoçi and co-

workers, with QDs printing on nitrocellulose mem-

brane substrate as control line and antibody-decorated

QDs on the same substrate as test line (Narváez et al.

2015). Upon excitation, when there was no pathogen,

the fluorescence of the control line and test line was

quenched by a GO flow. However, when the test line

selectively captured the pathogens, it did not be

significantly quenched compared to the control line

(Fig. 9a). The quenching ratio QTL/QCL of the test line

and control line determined the selectivity and sensi-

tivity of this lateral flow immunoassay. This sensitive

of this detection method for Escherichia coliO157:H7

was clearly observed to 10 CFU/mL in standard buffer

and 100 CFU/mL in bottled water and milk, respec-

tively. However, the performance of this lateral flow

test was affected by the changes of the sample matrix

and microenvironments, such as polarity, viscosity,

pH and ionic strength, etc. Staphylococcus aureus, as a

common clinical pathogen, can cause skin purulent

infection, pneumonia, pericarditis, sepsis and other

diseases (Tong et al. 2015). Our group reported the

lateral flow assays based on nitrocellulose membranes

with cellulose nanofibers for the determination of

Staphylococcus aureus (Tang et al. 2019) (Fig. 9b–d).

The results showed that the incorporation of cellulose

nanofibers into nitrocellulose membranes could

improve the adsorption capacity of biomolecules on
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membrane substrate, which was related to the changes

of the pore size, porosity, surface groups and surface

area of these membranes. According to the changes of

the color signal of test line, a detection limit 0.05 nM

of cellulose nanofibers-modified LFAs was consider-

ably lower than that of unmodified LFAs at 1 nM,

which indicated that the sensitivity of this modified-

LFAs for Staphylococcus aureus detection could be

increased 20-fold by adding cellulose nanofibers into

the original nitrocellulose membranes. These LFAs

provided fast, low-cost, easy to operate and sensitive

techniques for pathogen detection in disease diagno-

sis, food safety and environmental monitoring.

Conclusions

In this article, we reviewed the preparations of

cellulose membranes and their latest developments

in the fields of pressure/strain, temperature, humidity,

metal cations, non-metal ions, pH, gas/vapor, toxic

organic compounds, biomolecules, pathogens and

other sensing applications. Combining metal nano-

wires, metal nanoparticles, graphene oxide/reduced

graphene oxide, carbon dots, quantum dots, carbon

nanotubes, fluorophores, organic dyes and antigen-

antibodies with cellulose membranes via physical and

chemical bonding can show excellent sensing perfor-

mances, which indicate that cellulose membranes have

great momentums and broad application prospects in

the sensing fields. However, there are still some

problems: (1) Inherent technical bottlenecks of detec-

tion selectivity, sensitivity, response time and

reversibility in the sensing fields are still existed. (2)

The long-term stability of cellulose membranes in

harsh environments (e.g. strong acid, strong alkali,

strong solvent, high temperature, high pressure, high

ionic strength) still needs to be considered. (3)

Cellulose membrane-based sensors for achieving

multi-functional simultaneously detection had rarely

been reported. (4) The sensing response mechanisms

of cellulose membranes are still unclear. And based on

the theoretical design, the relationship between the

structures and properties of cellulose membranes

should be explored. (5) Although a large number of

cellulose sensing membranes have been developed,

few of them can be commercialized. In addition, low

cost, recyclable, portable, biocompatible, miniatur-

ized, integrated and intelligent properties for future

practical applications need greater improvement.

Moreover, more new applications of cellulose sensing

membranes in other fields and interdisciplinary fields

should also be explored. With continuous efforts to

face these challenges of cellulose membrane-based

sensors, we firmly believe that although the road ahead

is tortuous, the future is bright.
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